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Why choose this course?
Do you tick the right boxes?

 Enjoyed and done well in GCSE (practical and 
classroom based work)

 Have a keen interest in Sport

 Capable and regular performer in a sport

 Considering studying it further with a view to a 
career in sport or the subject links into an 
alternative subject/career

 Prepared to commit and work hard



Why choose this course?

 You will hopefully have fun!

 Experiences

 Results/UCAS points

 Current Y12 seem to like it!

 Silverdale sport



Why would you not choose this 
course?

 Think that you can bring kit every lesson 
and play a game!

 Doesn’t involve much work!

 You think it’s an easy subject compared 
to others!



Course Outline

Specification Content - Topic Areas

The Magic 7

1. Applied anatomy and physiology

2. Skill Acquisition

3. Sport and Society

4. Exercise Physiology

5. Biomechanical Movement

6. Sport Psychology

7. Sport and Society and the role of technology in 
physical activity and sport



Examination/Assessment

 Paper 1: Factors affecting participation in 
physical activity and sport    
(2 hours, 35% of A Level)

 Paper 2: Factors affecting optimal 
performance in physical activity and 
sport   
(2 hours, 35% of A Level)

 Non-exam assessment: Practical 
Performance in physical activity and sport    
(30% of A Level) 



Performance Assessment

 Assessment in 1 activity/role

 Performer or Coach in chosen sport

 You more you do it or the higher level 
you play at the better!

 Assessed in full sided version (15%)

 Plus written analysis (15%)

 30% of final grade 



Time given to teaching

 5 hrs per week/10 hrs per fortnight

 Theory classroom based work 
applying theory through practice 
where relevant

 Practical and computer based lessons 
for NEA 



Lesson Structure

 10 hours per fortnight

 Mr Atkin 4 hours

 Mr Clayton 3 hours

 Miss Harris/Mrs Chadwick 3 hours



 Section A = Mr Clayton

Anatomy and Physiology

Lots of links to Y10 GCSE PE (CV system, respiratory system, 
muscles, planes, axis)

 Section B = Miss Harris/Mrs Chadwick

Sport Psychology

Lots of links to Y11 GCSE PE (Characteristics of skill, goal-
setting etc)

 Section C = Mr Atkin

Sport and society

New stuff! History of sport, socialisation



Differences to GCSE PE

 No practical timetable. We will do 
practical lessons but these are often for 
fun or to consolidate knowledge. You are 
responsible for your practical 
performance outside of school!

 Longer questions – GCSE PE had 6/8 mark 
questions. On A-level PE, you will come 
across 8/15 mark questions.

 Exams are longer and more difficult – You 
will have to work hard!



Support through the course

 Homework set regularly and marked 
promptly with feedback

 Assessment point reviews and targets set

 Lunchtime and after school exam prep 
sessions offered as appropriate

 Talk to us at any time should you have 
worries or concerns

 Ask in a lesson if you do not understand 
the topic 



Useful resources

Past papers

Revision guides



Bridging work



Be Organised!

 Bring lined paper to every lesson

 Get a large folder and divide this up into 3 
sections to keep your work

 Section A

 Section B 

 Section C

 Some students like to have a section for 
exam question booklets and unit tests too 
so these are easy to find


